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An Education in Sign Language as a Human Right? An analysis of the legislative history and on-going interpretation of Article 24 of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

Joseph J. Murray, Maartje De Meulder, and Delphine le Maire

Abstract

A key provision of the CRPD for deaf people was the inclusion of Articles which would allow deaf children to be educated in sign language settings, with access to peers who use sign language and teachers who were fluent in sign language. The legislative history shows a "sensory exception" for deaf, blind, and deaf-blind learners was seen as an uncontroversial exception by governments to the principle of full inclusion in the education of children with disabilities. However, this provision has not been fully acknowledged in post-ratification interpretations of Article 24 by non-State actors. Any interpretation of Article 24 must take into account this background of respect for the different needs of deaf, deafblind, and blind students.

Introduction

In recent years, deaf communities worldwide have been witnessing the closure of (residential) schools for deaf children, educational settings dating back to the late eighteenth century. These schools have traditionally served as spaces for peer contact between deaf children and adults, and
thus as crucial spaces for the development and intergenerational transmission of sign languages and deaf cultures.¹ The closure of those schools is a direct consequence of the evolution towards “educational inclusion” of children with disabilities, which in most cases means that an individual child with a disability is placed within a local regular school. While the deaf child should receive support measures and/or reasonable accommodations such as sign language interpreters or notetakers, this is not always the case, and many are isolated among non-signing children, without support services or interaction with peers in sign language.

Deaf-led NGO’s have traditionally resisted having deaf and deafblind children swept under the mandate of “full inclusion”, seeing individual placements in local schools as linguistically and socially isolating. The resistance deaf communities have shown against these polices demonstrates a profound difference between deaf people and other people with (primarily physical) disabilities, many of whom seek the elimination of separate, group-based education as one of their primary goals. One of the goals of the World Federation of the Deaf (WFD), an international non-governmental organization representing approximately 70 million deaf people worldwide, is to ensure deaf children have the right to a bilingual education in sign language, in educational settings with a critical mass of signing peers and teachers who are native users of the sign language(s) used in that country.

This is the background to the WFD’s involvement in the drafting of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,² and the organization’s close involvement with the drafting of Article 24 on education. This article focuses on the WFD’s attempts to promote linguistic rights for deaf people during the drafting stages and on post-ratification interpretation of Article 24. Analysis and discussion of the CRPD’s impact on deaf people is still scarce³ and an analysis of Article 24, one of the most important provisions in the Convention for deaf people,
both pre- and post-ratification, is long overdue. We chose to focus on the WFD because it was the lead (and at times only) representative for deaf people during the drafting of the CRPD, and is leading post-ratification attempts to clarify what Article 24 means for deaf people. The article further assesses how Article 24 must be interpreted with the aim to fulfill the effective right to education for deaf children. Ultimately, the situation of deaf children points to the need to move beyond the unreflective placement of deaf children in local schools towards the development of multiple models of inclusion.

Shift from medical to social model to human rights model

Adopted in 2006, the CRPD and its’ associated Optional Protocol is the first international convention to explicitly recognize disability as a fundamental human rights issue.

The Convention thus marks a paradigm shift within UN legal drafting by recognizing that disability is not an individual medical problem but “results from the interaction between persons with impairments and attitudinal and environmental barriers that hinders their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others.” The CRPD thus urges State Parties to take action to remove societal barriers to the participation and inclusion of persons with disabilities. It does not expect the individual to change, going as far as the CRPD not referring to prevention or treatment of impairment at all. This is one of the most remarkable differences from the CRPD and the UN’s prior work in the area of disability and human rights and exemplifies the expansion of the social model into a human rights mode of disability. The CRPD even affirms “persons with disabilities as part of human diversity and humanity.” As the only group of persons with disabilities with a dual category status, being (seen as) both persons with
Disabilities and cultural-linguistic minorities, deaf people are included in the Convention; all articles are applicable to them.

**Importance of the CRPD and Article 24 for Deaf people**

The WFD joined the negotiations on the development of the CRPD because they saw a different opportunity to achieve their culturo-linguistic goals. The WFD has consultative status within the UN, which allowed it to participate in Ad Hoc meetings and CRPD negotiations. The WFD was represented by Liisa Kauppinen and Markku Jokinen, past and current presidents, respectively, at the time of CRPD negotiations. The WFD negotiated on its own and in coalition with other international organizations of peoples with disabilities, in what was then known as the International Disability Coalition (IDC) (which has now evolved into an independent organization called the International Disability Alliance). The sustained involvement of WFD representatives during the drafting stages of the Convention led to the CRPD being the first international human rights treaty to include sign languages as languages, mentioning them eight times in five different Articles with references to Deaf culture and sign language. Indeed, “[...] no other disability group and their needs are mentioned overtly as precisely and as often in the convention as the Deaf/Deafblind group.” Observers have noted persons with sensory disabilities are accorded special status within the CRPD as a subgroup within the group of persons with disabilities, especially with regard to Article 24. This came about as the result of an alliance between the WFD, the World Blind Union, and the World Federation of the Deaf Blind, as will be seen below.

The WFD’s decision to join negotiations, however, was initially not understood by the
larger disability movement since they had come to believe that deaf people saw themselves only as linguistic minorities. Also, the WFD came to the negotiations with a clear culturo-linguistic agenda and took a unique position which set them apart from most other groups of persons with disabilities and for which at some point they were even criticized by some of these groups. These differing views became most clear during the negotiations for and development of one specific article of the CRPD: Article 24 on Education.

It is no coincidence that this Article was one the WFD was most closely involved in drafting. Education has long been and still is the primary battleground in the fight for deaf people’s human rights and the right to education is one of the most important rights for any minority. Moreover, the right to education in sign language is a crucial prerequisite for the ability to enjoy any human rights, since without sign language access many deaf people have minimal, if any, linguistic input and are severely hindered from developing native language fluency. This access to sign language enables deaf people to exercise other human rights and in this way works as a multiplier. While the issue of linguistic input is unique to deaf people, the idea of education as an “indispensable means of realizing other human rights” is widely acknowledged.

The origins of “the sensory exception” in human rights law

The legal right to inclusive education for persons with disabilities is not a new invention in the CRPD, but has been under development and elaborated in international legislation which is not legally binding, or “soft law”. Some of this soft legislation already acknowledges deaf children as a group are granted exceptions from the general trend towards full inclusion. Examples of such exceptions can be found in the UNESCO Salamanca Statement on Principles, Policy and
Practice in Special Needs Education and the UN Standard Rules on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities.18 Both instruments highlight the fundamental principle of inclusive education but specify that, in case the general education system does not meet the needs of the student, special education should be maintained with the same quality of education as that provided by the general education system. This exception to full inclusion is often called a ‘residual perspective’ of special education. However, the exception for deaf and deafblind persons goes beyond this residual perspective. Instead, education for this group "may be more suitably provided in special schools or special classes and units in mainstream schools".19 Both instruments justify this exception due to the "particular communication needs" of this group and further recognize the right of deaf children to use sign language in education, and more specifically a right to "access to education in their national sign language."20 The WFD was involved in negotiations over both instruments. This ‘sensory exception’, namely the distinction between sensory disabilities and other peoples with disabilities, would re-emerge in the CRPD.

Above-mentioned soft law instruments contributed to the interpretation of the right to education in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). First, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) stated in its analysis of Articles 13 and 14 with regard to the right to education that "persons with disabilities can best be educated within the general education system."21 To achieve this perspective, States must undertake measures to ensure that teachers in regular schools are trained to educate children with disabilities, and have access to the necessary equipment and support. It further illustrates these measures in the case of deaf children: “sign language should be recognized as a separate language to which the children should have access
and whose importance should be acknowledged in their overall social environment.”

The CESCR recognized that “In some circumstances, separate educational systems or institutions for groups defined by the categories in Article 2(2) shall be deemed not to constitute a breach of the Covenant.”

It affirmed in this regard the content of the Article 2 subsection (b) of the UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education. This subsection refers to “the establishment or maintenance, for religious or linguistic reasons, of separate educational systems or institutions offering an education…” It must be noted that the categories in Article 2(2) do not refer to disability but religion and language, and can be read as supporting separate educational settings for linguistic reasons, such as the use of sign language.

Second, the Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC) addressed the importance of sign language use in the family of a deaf child and defined inclusive education in a broad perspective including "a certain portion of special education.” When interpretations from the Committees under the ICESCR and the CRC are read in conjunction with the guiding instruments issued by the UNESCO and the UN previously analyzed, it may be understood that inclusive education also refers to special education forms in general education systems for specific groups of children with disabilities, for example deaf children using sign language.

**The sensory exception in the drafting of Article 24**

During negotiations, the WFD’s goal was explicit recognition of deaf people’s linguistic rights and to further this aim, it participated in all eight Ad Hoc Committee meetings, other expert meetings, and drafting committee meetings. The WFD found itself spending a lot of time
educating governments and other representatives on basic issues related to sign language and deaf people, even to the point of making the case that sign languages were not 'abnormal'. They hosted a Side Event on sign language, distributed materials on deaf people and on the negative consequences of not having access to sign language. The WFD utilized existing human rights instruments related to one’s right to one’s own language and culture, including provisions on the non-discrimination of languages and language minorities. It seems these were important in promoting a linguistic and cultural view of deaf people found in the final draft, and in Article 24.28

A Working Group was established to draft Article 17 (which later became Article 24). A draft presented to the Third Ad Hoc Session focused on the 'right to education' in a variety of settings. The Working Group draft noted “the general education system and specialist education services are not mutually exclusive options, and that there is a range of options in between that are available.”29 The Third Ad Hoc Session then debated whether the primary issue in the education of children with disabilities was “choice” of educational settings or “inclusive education” in the regular educational system. For a time, a “twin track” approach allowing for both inclusive and special education gained traction among participants at the Ad Hoc session. However, a clear exception was made from tilt towards inclusion for blind, deaf and deafblind children, who could be educated in “special groups.”30 This special group exception was not to be contingent on the twin track approach. As will be seen, the legislative history makes clear that there was widespread acknowledgment and support for a 'sensory exception'. This may be due, in part, to the precedent set by the Standard Rules. In addition to this collective approach with sensory NGO's, the WFD also submitted its own comments concerning draft Article 17 in this
session, proposing language which emphasized the right of deaf children to learn bilingually in their own groups, and with teachers, deaf and hearing, fluent in sign language.  

The WFD argued that bilingual education in sign language should not be seen as “special education” or “segregated education” as the disability movement understands it, but as a form of education within the inclusive education system.

During the Fifth Session, the WFD attempted to mainstream the issue of linguistic rights into a general paragraph, stating “State Parties shall ensure that all... [people] with disabilities have full access to inclusive education in their own community in the language of their own choice in terms of delivery of education information” followed with a separate paragraph which was a slightly different version of the proposal from the Third Session. While all these attempts failed, it shows the WFD did try to reconcile linguistic rights within a framework of inclusion seeing it as possible to respect the need for inclusion for people with disabilities while promoting linguistic rights for deaf people. However, their proposals did not make the final text of the Convention because the negotiating parties saw their demands as exceptional to the general principle of educational ‘inclusion.’ Additionally, as stated by the WFD, their arguments were probably not fully understood by disability groups and the legal language of the CRPD required that all needs of people with disabilities be stipulated in general phrases; the concept of bilingual education was considered too complicated to be put in a convention targeting only one group of students.

Article 17/24 was taken up again at the Sixth Ad Hoc meeting. An organization for inclusive education, the Centre for Studies on Inclusive Education, put on a renewed push to eliminate special education from the CRPD altogether. This proposal was opposed by the
WFD, the World Federation of the Deafblind and the World Blind Union. Their arguments were that inclusive settings could “create de facto segregation in public schools where children who are Deaf, Blind, and Deaf-Blind would be physically present but mentally and socially absent.”37 This attempt to eliminate special education did not succeed; the sensory exception had widespread support with the International Disability Coalition (of which the above organizations were members) and UNESCO, among others. The Sixth Session closed with a strong tilt towards full inclusion, a rejection of a “twin-track” approach for all children with disabilities, and a decided shift to enshrining a right to “inclusive education” (not just “a right to education” as in the first draft). However, as the Ad Hoc Committee closing report noted, there was also “general support” among participants (both civil society organizations and governments) for learning environments in which deaf, deafblind, and blind children could learn with their peers.38 The sensory exception to full inclusion remained in the Convention.

The draft circulated at the Seventh Ad Hoc Session corresponded closely to the eventual final version of Article 24. Arnardóttir notes the change from “inclusive education” to “inclusive education system” in Article 24(2)(d) which, as will be seen below, is currently used by the WFD to argue for linguistic rights. If the entire educational system is required to be inclusive, then this could conceivably be used to argue that deaf schools and other separate educational settings with a critical mass of deaf children could also be considered part of a national inclusive education system. This is exactly what the WFD would argue in the post-ratification stages.

What was achieved in the end was a compromise, enshrined in 24(3)(c): that education “of persons, and in particular children, who are blind, deaf or deafblind, is delivered in the most appropriate languages and modes and means of communication for the individual, and in
environments which maximize academic and social development.”^{39} In the final text of the CRPD general education is the normative goal, and special education the (implicit) exception.^{40}

For the WFD, the most significant change was the use of the phrase “in environments which maximize academic and social development” instead of “educational setting”. Arnardóttir states that, although there is no explicit reference to separate educational institutions, the language “in environments which maximize academic and social development” in Article 24(3)(c) became ‘code’ for “special and alternative” education, “ranging from a mixed ‘alternative’ model of special classes or groups within the mainstream setting and all the way to ‘special’ segregated educational institutions when justified and considered preferable for blind, deaf and deafblind children.”^{41} Past WFD President Markku Jokinen argues that in fact, the expression means bilingual education for deaf students.^{42} This interpretation is further supported in documents emitted after the CRPD entered into force, such as a 2008 position paper from the International Disability Alliance (IDA) stating that for deaf, blind and deafblind students and in some cases for hard of hearing students as well, “the option for separate learning environments must be understood as necessary to ‘maximize academic and social development’.”^{43} It is also supported by submissions the WFD and partner organizations made after the CRPD entered into force (see further in the article). Arnardóttir notes another problem with Article 24(3) is that the section begins by referring to “life and social development skills’’ and not explicitly to education. Thus reference to the legislative history is essential to ensure the intention of preserving separate educational settings for deaf, deafblind, and blind children is maintained.

The legislative history of Article 24 shows a clear shift to full inclusion as the educational goal of the drafters. It also shows the WFD and other sensory organizations sought to ensure a sensory exception to full inclusion, one that was accepted as uncontroversial by State Parties and
ended up in the final text of the Convention, both via Article 24(3)(c) (as noted above) and via Article 24(3)(b), which calls on State Parties to take measures “Facilitating the learning of sign language and the promotion of the linguistic identity of the deaf community” as part of the education of deaf children. We now turn to post-ratification interpretations of the meaning of inclusion and how principles of inclusion can be interpreted to support the sensory exception.

The meaning of “inclusion” in Article 24 and according to the WFD

The CRPD does not include a definition of “inclusive education”, nor is there any consensus or universal definition of the principle on the general legal level. It may be differentiated from the concept of integration where children have access to education but do not benefit from special measures allowing them to participate in the general education system, thus putting them at risk of exclusion. It may also be distinguished from the concept of special education where children with disabilities are provided education in segregated settings along with their peers. The purpose of inclusive education is to allow children with disabilities to access the general education system and participate in all of its aspects. The CRPD Committee issued a General Comment on Article 24 in September 2016 in which it presented its own view of inclusive education. The nine “core features” of inclusive education the Committee identifies focus mostly on a “whole systems approach” in which the principle of inclusion is reflected in resource allocation, policy development, teacher training, and other governing processes of national education sectors. Nothing in these core features works against the idea of a ‘sensory exception’.
According to the WFD, both in its own comments and in documents created in cooperation with the International Disability Alliance, changing the State Parties’ education system does not necessarily require a transition from the special education system to the regular education system. For them, deaf students should be provided with appropriate sign language learning environments, as part of an inclusive education system. Furthermore, they state it is important to take a holistic approach when discussing inclusive education, entailing access to education systems and learning environments, learning materials, teacher skills, reasonable accommodations and individual support measures. Accessibility, universal design, reasonable accommodations, and individual support measures facilitate an inclusive education system to meet students’ diverse needs and to create a non-discriminatory learning environment. When State Parties provide measures to achieve each of these elements, learning environments can be made more inclusive. Among existing principles that could apply to inclusive education we identified four fundamental principles which are reasonable accommodation, individualized support measures, accessibility and universal design. In order to understand what this means, we turn to an analysis of the first three principles of inclusive education and their meaning in the context of Article 24.

**Reasonable accommodation and sign language interpreters: a partial use of Article 24.**

**Immediate application as part of the non-discrimination obligation (Art. 5)**

“State Parties shall prohibit all discrimination on the basis of disability” and are expected to take appropriate steps to ensure that reasonable accommodations are provided in the education for children with disabilities. Reasonable accommodations are individualized measures meeting
children with disabilities’ individual requirements. They aim to move beyond formal equality and achieve substantial equality. The obligation is neither subject to progressive realization nor to availability of resources since the denial of reasonable accommodations constitutes a form of discrimination on grounds of disability under the CRPD. The obligation of reasonable accommodation is therefore an anti-discrimination measure that must be realized with immediate effect. However, it is subject to a defense of ‘disproportionate, undue or unnecessary burden’. This means that the practical realization will differ from state to state and situation to situation, depending on the interpretation of the concept ‘reasonable’.

‘Reasonable accommodation’ is defined in the Convention as “necessary and appropriate modification and adjustments not imposing a disproportionate or undue burden, where needed in a particular case, to ensure to persons with disabilities the enjoyment or exercise on an equal basis with others of all human rights and fundamental freedoms.” In the debate on the definition of reasonable accommodation that occurred during the drafting process, the WFD interpreted this provision in light of two additional aspects: the “individualized/personalized accommodation” must be adjusted to the type of disability, and the accommodation consisting of adjustments must be context-specific. Therefore no reasonable accommodation will be identical between several deaf people, and must be developed on a case-by-case basis and appropriate to the context of education. The Human Rights Council takes a similar approach when it recommends that State Parties take a student-centered approach, and “accommodate the different needs and ways of learning of all students.”

Since the obligation to provide reasonable accommodation is of immediate effect, most State Parties tend to provide sign language interpreters in regular schools to comply with this duty. In a Belgian court case in 2009, the Flemish Government was sentenced guilty of
discrimination because the amount of interpreting hours they provided in secondary education was a refusal of reasonable accommodation for persons with disabilities. The Flemish Government appealed this verdict arguing that there were not enough interpreters to meet this demand. In September 2011, the Ghent Court of Appeal rejected the appeal as unfounded and confirmed the verdict of the First Court, judging that the Flemish Government did not prove an ‘undue burden’.\textsuperscript{59} They stated there are enough certified interpreters yet they cannot effectively work because of the low amount of interpreting hours, the enforced self-employed statute and the low wage and administrative overregulation, all responsibilities of the Flemish Government itself. Because one pupil went to school in Flemish-Brabant and the others in Ghent, two different courts judged on the complaint\textsuperscript{60}.

The Ghent court case led to the Flemish Government enacting a decree in July 2013 granting the right to sign language interpretation for deaf pupils and students starting from kindergarten.\textsuperscript{61} In July 2013, the right to 70\% interpreting hours in primary, secondary, higher and adult education was legally guaranteed.

The Flemish Deaf Association (Fevlado) stated there is no fully-realized bilingual education in Flanders and mainstream education with an interpreter is not the same. Parents who chose a bilingual option at home, would not have the opportunity to have this strengthened in the schools. Moreover, Fevlado feared mainstreaming in regular education would prevent students from having the opportunity to at least acquire sign language from a peer group at the deaf school. They formally argued that interpreters in primary education are an urgent, temporarily and short term solution for a very small target group (children who can acquire sign language at home, which in Flanders are almost only children with deaf parents) and that a suitable
educational model must be found for all deaf children, including children who cannot acquire sign language (sufficiently) at home.

Another problematic aspect of using sign language interpreters is that while it gives immediate effect, as required for a reasonable accommodation, it is only a partial application of Article 24. This accommodation overlooks 24(3) and 24(4), which emphasize the need for deaf children to learn sign language and deaf culture and have access to teachers (including deaf teachers) who know sign language. An interpreter is not a teacher. The WFD has recently shared its concern that sign language interpretation should not be seen as the only measure State Parties rely on to ensure inclusive education for deaf children. It may be interesting to note that Article 24 itself does not mention any reference to sign language interpreters. Indeed, sign language interpreters may not replace the richness of group discourse provided by deaf peers and limiting the deaf student to an interpreter only provides a dyadic and unnatural group of communication. Deaf children need access to the richness and complexity of community and language by meeting deaf peers and by being taught in sign language by teachers proficient in the language. Governments focusing on the sole measure of providing reasonable accommodation in the form of sign language interpreters, violate the intent and purpose of Article 24. The Article promotes a right to access to education in sign language, not only with the support of sign language.

**Individualized support measures**
Article 24 also mentions the provision of effective individualized support measures "in environments that maximize academic and social development, consistent with the goal of full inclusion." Individualized support measures complement the concept of reasonable accommodation: they do not focus on the individual limits of the student (as reasonable accommodations do) but on the barriers existing in the educational settings. They consist of general measures tailored to meet particular needs. This is an obligation that State Parties have to fulfill, in addition to the obligation of reasonable accommodation, by allocating sufficient and adequate financial and human resources. In opposition to reasonable accommodations, individualized support measures are subject to a principle of progressive realization. This does not mean that States can defer their responsibilities: they have the obligation to start building inclusive education systems right away, within the limits of available resources, and have to provide a timetable and monitoring. Of relevance to this article is that a standstill-principle applies here: States are not allowed to take measures which mean a step back compared to the level of implementation achieved on the moment the CRPD came into force. If State Parties apply those measures, they would ensure that the inclusive education system allows every student to be in an environment which matches their needs and this could mean specialist schools for deaf people.

Accessibility (Article 9) as applied to Article 24

Accessibility is enshrined in Article 9 of the Convention and is a crosscutting principle of the CRPD, applying to all articles of the Convention, as opposed to Articles 10 - 30 which are rights-
Based provisions. Therefore Article 9 applies to the Article 24 and its scope of application is not restricted.

The CRPD Committee confirmed in its interpretation of Article 24 read in conjunction with the Article 9 of the CRPD, that accessibility in education is not limited to buildings or information and communication, but entails the whole process of inclusive education, thus also the promotion and conduction of education in sign language among other elements.\(^{68}\)

Accessibility is related to groups' needs and this distinguishes it from the concept of reasonable accommodation which is individual-based.\(^{69}\) Furthermore State Parties have the obligation to ensure the accessibility at a prior and structural stage (ex ante duty) while the obligation of reasonable accommodation is applied when accessibility standards are not sufficient to respond to an individual's needs.\(^{70}\) During CRPD negotiations, the WFD emphasized that accessibility also includes linguistic and cultural accessibility, in that the learning process should be culture- and language-sensitive, and the curriculum include modules nurturing the linguistic identity of the deaf community, among other elements.\(^{71}\)

**Transformation of the education systems toward an inclusive education system: progressive realization**

Inclusive education can be achieved when State Parties fulfill two kinds of obligations: the non-discrimination obligation which is of immediate effect as well as the obligation to undertake progressive steps toward its full realization. More specifically, the adoption of an inclusive education law including non-discrimination and reasonable accommodation provisions should be the first step State Parties take. At the same time, over a longer period of time, State Parties must
create and execute/implement a transformation plan that guarantees the conditions for an inclusive education system. This transformation process requires State Parties to undertake progressive steps toward full realization of the inclusive education with the maximum of available resources they have. In this process, persons with disabilities and their representative organizations should be fully involved along with other stakeholders.

The CESCR note both obligations must be "deliberate, concrete and targeted." For example, the CRPD Committee described that undertaking efforts includes not only the legal obligation of reasonable accommodation, but also "allocating sufficient financial and human resources to implement the right to inclusive education." Through this allocation, State Parties must be able to show that they progressively realize the right to education. The CESCR mandates the State Parties to give all meaningful content to these provisions, and to "move as expeditiously and effectively as possible" to achieve their full realization.

As current educational settings very rarely provide education in sign language, State Parties must undertake a fundamental transformation of the education system. Therefore, they are expected to start as soon as they ratify the CRPD by developing a plan with achievable measures toward a full inclusive educational system for deaf students. In the past, deaf schools were the key places for deaf children to learn sign language and to develop and share their linguistic and cultural identity. Therefore, governments closing deaf schools, and not providing sign language environments in inclusive education at the same time, are violating the intent of the Article 24. The standstill principle applies here.

Further evolutions post-CRPD ratification
Day of General Discussion and side-event on deaf education

Post-ratification, the WFD and EUD got further involved with the interpretation of Article 24, clarifying their view on inclusive education. In April 2015, a Day of General Discussion (DGD) was held on the right to education for persons with disabilities, oriented towards a General Comment on the right to education as set out by the CRPD. The WFD and EUD made a submission to this DGD for which they included information from 46 countries, were granted time for an oral intervention and organized a side-event on deaf education. This all further clarified the WFD and EUD’s view on inclusive education and ‘sign language environment’. First of all, they recommended the Committee to clarify, in their final General Comment on Article 24, what ‘sign language learning environment’ means. For the WFD and EUD, a barrier free learning environment is key in the concept of inclusive education for all learners and for deaf students. This means a sign language environment, as part of bilingual education. There are two important aspects to this sign language environment. Regarding communication in the learning environment, this requires (1) that sign language is used as a language of instruction in all subjects; (2) to employ teachers qualified in sign language, including deaf teachers; (3) that there are more than a few deaf or other students who know sign language in the same class and (4) that there is professional sign language interpretation when appropriate. The second aspect of the sign language learning environment deals with content-specific learning and requires that (1) sign language is taught as a school subject and (2) that deaf culture and history are included in curricula and learning materials. All these aspects together support “the promotion of the
linguistic (and cultural) identity of deaf (and sign language) community” as per CRPD Article 24§3(b).

The WFD response said a sign language environment should show respect for sign languages as equal languages, with acknowledgement that a sign language environment is best realized via bilingual education, a right that should not be denied to deaf people. The WFD also stated that according to the information from almost 50 countries they received, current oralist approaches in deaf education had not changed, despite CRPD ratification and that in fact in some countries the situation has worsened because governments, based on their own interpretation and understanding of inclusive education, have placed deaf children in schools near their homes without ensuring a sign language education environment, which is in conflict with Article 24 of the CRPD.

A recurring issue which the WFD and EUD needed to explain, also post-ratification, was their view on separate schools. The WFD representative Markku Jokinen, in his speech at the DGD, explicitly stated “that from the beginning, the WFD has neither demanded special or segregated education nor regard bilingual and bicultural education as special education.” Instead, bilingual education is seen as a form of education within the inclusive education system. While the term “special schools” could be perceived to mean segregated, special schools, this does not necessarily mean education that ‘excludes’ or segregates. Instead of placing deaf children with non-signing children in the same classroom, the WFD and EUD stated, “it would be better to organise separate classes and schools for children who use sign language.” When it is not possible to form such a sign language school or establish bilingual classes in each grade due to the low number of deaf and signing students living in a certain area, one of the second best alternatives would be to create a “home class” for all deaf students in a
regular school, where they would be taught (by deaf teachers) part of the time in their own class and part of the time in other (regular) classes by hearing teachers with itinerant deaf teachers (in parallel) or professional sign language interpreters. They referred to Finland here with a bilingual class in a regular school.\textsuperscript{86}

At the Side Event, Committee Member Theresia Degener asked whether the WFD wanted the Committee to add a sentence in the forthcoming General Comment that Article 24.3 would allow segregated education and if so, that would be “a big problem” for the Committee.\textsuperscript{87} The WFD replied that the question is not about segregated education but the optimal use of available resources. Since deaf children often live scattered across a town or country, they stated, the resources to provide a sign language learning environment in each separate school are limited. They again clarified that it should be possible to place deaf children in the same school to ensure such a sign language learning environment, even if the school is not geographically located closest to the home of the deaf student. They asked to bear in mind the legislative history of the CRPD and that Article 24(3) was specifically inserted to ensure the needs of deaf, deafblind and blind children, to ensure they receive optimal education in classrooms alongside their peers. They stated that since this “sensory exception” to the general trend of inclusive education was uncontroversial during the drafting of the CRPD, they expected this would continue to be uncontroversial for the CRPD committee.\textsuperscript{88}

**General Comment no. 4 on Article 24**

General Comments or General Recommendations explicate rights mentioned in a specific human rights treaty. They provide orientation for the practical implementation of human rights and form a set of criteria for evaluating the progress of states in their implementation of these rights. A
General Comment does not need unanimous support from all Committee members. Instead, it represents the view of a majority of Committee members who are present at a closed session in which the General Comment is adopted. They are in themselves not treaties and thus not legally binding, but they have a highly authoritative character, also justified by the fact that they are the result of a comprehensive participatory process including different interest groups as well as NGO’s.

During its 14th session, the CRPD Committee made a call for submissions regarding the draft General Comment on Article 24. In their submission, the WFD and partner organizations expressed “grave concerns” about the draft General Comment in its current form. In addition to the lack of linguistic and cultural perspectives of deaf people according to Articles 2, 21, 24, and 30 of the CRPD; the General Comment focuses mainly on regular education, giving the impression that the innovative approach of the CRPD towards challenging and changing the whole education system has been side-lined. Several paragraphs on accessibility did not take into account or adequately address concepts of linguistic and cultural accessibility, instead simply focusing on providing individual support in the regular education system. The draft did not sufficiently highlight the importance of having teachers with disabilities and role models for students; nor did it explicitly clarify what “full inclusion” means.

The WFD and its partner organizations outlined areas where a sensory exception needs to be made in the Committee’s understanding of inclusion. For instance, paragraph 3 of the draft states that “children with disabilities, for example, have greater overall gains in academic outcomes and behaviours in inclusive environments than their peers with similar disabilities in segregated classrooms”. The WFD and partner organizations stated that this does not
necessarily apply to deaf students and that “it must be remembered that education provided for the deaf in sign language is based on the importance of language and culture, not disability.”

A key point of contention is what is meant by words such as segregation and isolation, often used as drivers for the placement of children with disabilities in local schools. Paragraph 4 mentioned that many persons with disabilities continue to be denied the right to education and for many more that such education only exists in settings where they are isolated from their peers. The WFD replied that for deaf students, other deaf students would be their linguistic and cultural ‘peers’ and that placing deaf students in regular schools without other deaf students would lead to their isolation no matter how much individualized support is provided. Paragraph 11 highlights that “creating discrete and isolated units for students with particular disabilities within a mainstream school environment remains a form of segregation and cannot be defined as inclusive education.”

The WFD replied that the General Comment needs to clearly articulate how sign language learning environments and the diversity of students must be promoted as required by CRPD Article 21(e) and Article 24(3). Paragraph 27 again emphasizes the requirement of State Parties to ensure that children with disabilities are able to attend primary and secondary schools within the communities in which they live and that it is not acceptable for students to be sent away from home in order to receive an education. The WFD questioned why schools closest to the homes of persons with disabilities are reflected as the only valid option and how freedom of choice and flexibility of the inclusive education system can be promoted to ensure that persons with disabilities receive the best educational possibilities. Again, they stated: “linguistically and culturally based sign language learning environments should not be seen as “segregated” environments but as one part of a unique inclusive education system that is appreciated by many deaf students worldwide.”
The CRPD Committee released the final General Comment at its 16th Session in August 2016. The General Comment showed little consideration of the issues raised by the WFD and other representative organizations of deaf people. Instead, it advanced two definitions of inclusion. One definition, explicitly outlined in §12, lays out a whole systems framework for inclusion. In this framework, all levels of the educational system, from education ministries down to local schools, must ensure that all policies, procedures, and environments are accessible to all learners. This focus on systematic change is identified as “core features” of the concept “inclusive education.” This definition does not differ from the legislative history, nor does it conflict with the “sensory exception” of Article 24.

However, interposed at various parts throughout the General Comment are sentences which define inclusion specifically as placement among students without disabilities. In §11, the General Comment explicitly defines the concept of “segregation” (a term not found in the CRPD) as “separate environments designed or used to respond to a particular or various impairments, in isolation from students without disabilities.” While this could be helpful in clarifying inclusion for some groups, it also describes the type of environment which the sensory exception was designed to support, an exception which was seen as uncontroversial during the drafting of Article 24 and which was the intent of Article 24(3)(c). §26 likewise suggests a narrower form of inclusion in which students should be able to have “active participation with other students” in local schools alongside their siblings.

It is unclear how the Committee reconciles this implied focus on local schools with its call for State parties to take measures which “promote the linguistic identity of the deaf community” and to give “recognition and support for their specific cultural and linguistic identity, including sign language and deaf culture.” This narrower view of inclusive education
sprinkled throughout the General Comment limits any meaningful consideration of how to achieve the linguistic and cultural rights of deaf learners and the unique needs of deaf, deafblind, and blind learners. A real consideration of these rights would include the opportunity to choose from a variety of educational settings which best fit their individual needs, from placement in local schools to participation in special schools which use sign language. This apparent lack of knowledge of the issues advanced by deaf people can also be seen in the General Comment’s use of the term “local sign language.”101 The majority of sign languages used in educational settings have been long defined by national identifiers and there is no such thing as a “local” sign language.

How to explain the failure of the Committee to incorporate the legislative history of Article 24 and the views of deaf organizations into General Comment No. 4? The 16th Session was the last session for a number of Committee members who have been active in the disability movement. They may have seen this as their last chance as Committee members to address an issue of intense interest. As noted earlier, a General Comment is not legally binding but gets its legitimacy from being formed in a consultative process and as being an authoritative interpretation of the Convention. The CRPD Committee did not have any signing deaf members and efforts of deaf organizations to bring their perspectives to the Committee did not pay off in any meaningful real consideration of how to interpret Article (23(3)(c) within the framework of an inclusive education system for signing deaf learners. This apparent failure to take consultation seriously, plus the presence of two competing interpretations of inclusion, one explicit and one implied and at odds with the intent of Article (23(3)(c), as well as an error in basic information about sign language, all raise the question as to whether General Comment No. 4 can be said to be a valid interpretation of Article 24 as it pertains to deaf learners.
Conclusion

This article has argued that the legislative history of the CRPD and Article 24 shows an intention to ensure deaf children are also able to access educational settings where they have consistent contact with signing peers and access to sign language role models, including deaf peers and adults. Such environments may be in separate educational settings, such as deaf schools or sign language schools. The legislative history of Article 24 makes it clear that a “sensory exception” was seen as uncontroversial by State Parties and NGO parties to the Convention. In addition, the “sensory exception” has a pre-CRPD history in several international soft law instruments, showing widespread acceptance by governments over a longer period of time for deaf and deaf-blind children to be educated in settings with their signing peers. Thus any interpretation of Article 24 must take into account this long history of respect for the different needs of deaf, deafblind, and blind students to the general trend toward full inclusion.

The ‘environments’ written in 24(3) should not be seen as different from educational settings. This assessment is particularly important at this historical juncture, when traditional sign language settings (deaf schools) are disappearing and deaf children are being placed in a wide variety of educational settings under the aegis of ‘full inclusion’. While previous generations of deaf children were educated alongside peers, this generation is being educated in widely varying settings, with equally variable access to sign language. Many deaf children are placed in settings without any sign language access, whereas others attend schools with large deaf programs and deaf teachers as part of a local educational institution. There is a clear need for more research showing best practices in ensuring sign language environments for deaf
children within different educational settings, from local schools to separate schools or units for deaf children. In this article, we have laid out ways in which the principles of inclusive education can be interpreted so as to further increase opportunities for deaf children to be educated in such environments.

Looking away from the CRPD, we also see opportunities for the use of other Conventions to promote a right to language for individual deaf children. The UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education makes clear separate educational systems are not inherently discriminatory provided the education given is equal. Reasons for such separate institutions can be religious or linguistic. Separate institutions for children who want to learn in sign language environments is therefore not discriminatory and can be seen as part of an inclusive educational system. Going further, we see the opportunity to use human rights instruments to promote sign language environments for deaf children in the home as well. The Committee on the Rights of the Child noted the need to support families with deaf children in learning sign language as the family’s common language.

The WFD succeeded in many of its aims during the drafting of the CRPD. However, it is in the on-going interpretation of specific articles and concepts, such as “inclusion” and “sign language environments,” in which these rights will be operationalized. Clearly, there is still a need to clarify an understanding of inclusion which allows for a diverse array of educational settings that fit deaf children’s linguistic and cultural needs. There are many different possibilities, from deaf schools to immersion schools for deaf and hearing children. However unpopular 24(3)(c) may be to proponents of a narrow form of inclusion, the intent of the CRPD drafters clearly allows for these options for deaf, deaf-blind, and blind learners. It is essential
that post-ratification interpretations take into consideration all of Article 24, not only those sections which fit a particular ideological definition. Ultimately, the “sensory exception” demonstrates there are multiple models of inclusion beyond the simple placement of children with disabilities in local schools.
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